ESL For Beginners: Section 05

No - 1  Numbers 11 - 20
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty

No - 2  Song - One plus one
One plus one equals two.

Two plus two equals four.

Four plus four equals eight.

Eight plus eight equals sixteen.

No - 3  True or false?
True
False

How many are there?
Spoken:
seventeen
twelve
eight
sixteen
twelve
thirteen
eighteen
Fifteen
Answers:
nineteen
fifteen
eight
sixteen
ten
fourteen
seventeen
fifteen
No - 4  Count!

twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty

No - 5  Maths

1. eleven + one = twelve
2. eight + five = thirteen
3. two + eight = ten
4. twelve - ten = two
5. nine + eight = seventeen
6. three + ten = thirteen
7. seven + seven = fourteen
8. six + twelve = eighteen
9. ten + ten = twenty
10. twenty - five = fifteen